Chapter 1 Introduction
North America had been discovered long before the first important political and
diplomatic events took place. There were numbers of explorers trying to penetrate further into
the inland area from either direction. America’s destiny was shaped throughout the times by
many European powers. The purposes of involvement in any case were predominantly
economic and political. The intension was to gain territories, access to raw materials, and help
support Mother Country overseas in the Old World. Of course, one may come across a
number of problems while in search of one’s desired goals and North America was no
exception. European monarchies tried to get hold of the area in North America with aim of
strengthening their European positions. No such intervention in a strange country would be
left unnoticed by either native citizens or other power trying to acquire the region to herself.
In case of North American colonization a starting point will be the 15th century. The Spanish,
the French, and the British explorers were to a greater or lesser extend involved in the
occupation of North America and their intentions influenced the course of history in this part
of the world.
The thesis will present the problem of a land acquisition which took place at the
beginning of the 19th century. The United States of America have been involved in several
such land acquisitions, but the most notorious one was the Louisiana Purchase in 1803.
However, the thesis will not depict the Purchase itself, but rather the situation on the
American continent from the time of the first explorations until 1803. Such a complicated step
is never easy to take due to the involvement of several parties, different views, diplomatic
attitudes, and demands concerning the loss on the one side and acquisition of a new area on
the other. Consequently, the paper will portray the relations between France, Spain, and
England in a sense of their mutual hostility, alliances, shifting of power, influence, prestige,
reputation, and changes of their holdings in the New World. Moreover, it will be an
illustration of the diplomatic relations between the three powers, relations between the New
World and the Old World, and the impact of these diplomatic relations on the world’s
political situation and history. The readers will be provided with a concise illustration of
history of today’s United States from the 16th century until the beginning of the 19th century.
The main argument is that a state is not defined by its area, but by the relations with other
nations because relations define its existence, acceptance by other nations, and international
reputation. In the case of the Louisiana Purchase two worlds came together through their
mutual interference of the European situation and the situation in North America. The unique
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combination of such relation gave rise to the United States, their gradual enlargement, and
position they had to fight for in order to have the position this state holds today.
Structurally the thesis will be divided into individual centuries with their most
important treaties, political personalities, and diplomatic changes with their outcomes. From
the methodological point of view it will compare the status of the three European powers at
given time eras and how their political situation, commercial reasons, and foreign territories
influenced the development of political, economic, and diplomatic status. It is important to
have a notion of the historical background in order to understand the political maneuvers of
each of the three powers.

1.1 Defining the Louisiana Purchase
Even though the name suggests the area of today’s state of Louisiana in the southern
part of the United States, the Purchase covered a vast area which doubled the size of then
known area of North America. In case of the Purchase France, Spain, and England had their
political and economic interests which dictated their peacemaking negotiations and diplomatic
talks. The pre-Purchase events determined the future steps of any of the involved countries.
The Louisiana Purchase was not a simple land transfer from the hands of France to the hands
of representatives from the United States. The events taking place prior to 1803 had been
determined by the nature of negotiations, peace talks, and treaties among the three monarchies
and efforts to negotiate about a possibility to acquire a piece of land or exchange it for another
less important territory were evident long before the beginning of the 19th century.
One of the greatest land deals in world’s history is associated with the names of the
Bourbon Family, Thomas Jefferson, English kings, Napoleon Bonaparte together with their
Cabinet members, statesmen, and many other government representatives involved in the
peace and diplomatic talks. To make the process of pre-Purchase negotiations a little more
complex, not all parties involved dealt with this problem in quite a straightforward manner.
However, the outcome of various treaties, their eventual nullifications, and signing the new
ones led to the doubling of the size of today’s United States. Despite the fact that the newly
acquired area was twice as big, the sum paid had not been as high as expected.
There were several events and occasions which led to the Louisiana Purchase and, of
course, which followed it. The Purchase marked one of the most important historical
moments of the United States shaping their borders, granting the United States access to and
navigation on the southern water system, and confirming the position on the diplomatic scene.
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Furthermore, the land acquisition itself influenced the projects of the government to explore
the land and seek the possibilities to further populate this continent. Of course, when it comes
to population of the area it is necessary to remember that a contact with the Natives is never
without possible disputes, agitation on the side of the conquered people, and turmoil.
Likewise, a problem arises when the subjects of one monarchy become the citizens of the
same area owned by a new monarch. Post-Purchase explorations, settlement of the West,
problems with the Natives, slaves, restructuring of the American society are none the less
important aspects, yet they are quite complex ones deserving a separate detailed study.

1.2 Reasons of the Louisiana Purchase
Any country planning to occupy and later overtake land of another country should not
forget that there are always two sides of the same coin. What may seem a rightful and
justified move for one country may seem unjustified to the other. The reasons for land
purchases are various, ranging from elementary urge to expand to more noble feeling of
becoming independent and self-sufficient.
The Louisiana Purchase was a more complex example of land purchase since there
were three main monarchies on one continent, co-existing next to each other, and constantly
re-shaping their territories. The gradual changes in the territorial holdings in North America
will be analyzed to greater detail. The reasons for becoming involved in the colonization of
this part of the continent varied. What is, however, more important were the moments which
changed the relations among Spain, France, and England. Many historians claim that the
beginnings of diplomatic relations can be traced back to 1763 when the Peace Treaty was
signed. That moment clearly illustrated what country held the primary worldwide position,
what country should ally with whom, and how the eventual losses could be counterbalanced.
The reason why the Spanish were at one moment a strong colonizing power, but at the
next a marginal one had also a certain impact on Franco-Spanish relations, moreover it also
changed the policy of England. The decision of the French to sell the territory of Louisiana to
the United States had been determined by Napoleon’s plans and intentions concerning the
other part of his Empire. The Purchase as such was not the moment of signing the documents,
but rather a string of events gradually changing the face of North America and letting
individual European powers reflect their domestic values overseas.
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Chapter 2 Early Explorations in North America

There were many situations which led to the Purchase whose outcome is well-known.
However, in order to better understand the situation leading to France’s decision to sell
Louisiana to the United States, it is necessary to start from the early history. It is a generally
accepted fact that the territory in the South had not been known. One cannot forget that
European countries tried to expand their territories, desired to establish colonies and
financially profit from the export and import of goods. There were instances when European
powers, such as Portugal and Spain, competed in acquiring new territories in other parts of the
world, for example Africa or South America.
The first Spanish occasion occurred in the 15th century which followed an accidental
discovery made by Columbus. The following century marked the beginnings of the first
explorers on the soil of North America. Louisiana’s coast and the mouth of the Mississippi
River were observed by the Spanish as early as 1519. Within the period of twenty years
Spanish explorer, Francisco Vásquez de Coronado, became the first European to view the part
of an area which was later ceded to the United States in 1803. His expedition wandered
through the area of today’s Mexico up to the northern region of today’s Nebraska.
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De

Coronado was followed by another Spanish explorer, Hernando de Soto, interested in the
southeastern part of North American continent. His expedition was the first European
expedition to sight the Mississippi River.

2

The impact of this success was enlarged through

the determination of his followers to explore the area of today’s Mexico, Louisiana, the
Mississippi River, and the Gulf of Mexico. The Spanish believed that this granted them the
right to claim the territory of the southeast part of the continent for their monarch.
Yet, there was another monarchy – England – which was convinced about her right to
claim the area of the Mississippi. The reason was that the first explorations on this continent
occurred during the 15th century and the expedition was led by an Italian navigator, John
Cabot, who sailed under the flag of England and claimed the entire landmass in the name of
the English Crown. 3
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The Spanish achievement was emphasized by founding the oldest town in the United
States. It took place in 1565 and the town was named St. Augustine, Florida. The French
founded Port Royal, now Annapolis, Nova Scotia, in 1608. And the first English permanent
settlement at Jamestown was established in 1607, Virginia. However, the first group of
Pilgrims coming from overseas arrived at Plymouth.

4

Even though Florida was taken up by

the Spanish, it was also known to the French. In the early 1560s, French Huguenots
established a colony at the mouth of the St. Johns River. The French initially touched the
Florida coast near the St. Mary’s River in the early 1560s, attempted settlements in the region,
created alliances with the various Indian settlements, and eventually were annihilated by the
Spanish in 1565. 5 Taking into consideration the fact that the French and the English managed
to establish their towns later than the Spanish did, this was another primacy on the part of the
Spaniards.

2.1 France and England in the 16th Century
At the time when Spain dealt with her possessions in South America and tried to solve
the problem with Portugal’s territories, the situation on the part of France and England looked
different. At the beginning of the 16th century both Spain and Portugal were politically united
under strong kings and unembarrassed by internal troubles, particularly religious
controversies. The rival monarchies, England and France, presently were engaged in political
and religious dissension, partly the aftermath of the Protestant revolt. 6 Spain was then able to
enjoy her domains. Moreover, in 1581 Spain conquered Portugal and its overseas
possessions.7 Despite the fact that Spain could enjoy the territory in North America for
herself, she failed in expanding and developing the Mississippi Valley. Rather, Spain was
determined to discover precious metals in today’s Mexico and other regions of South
America. Consequently, their interest in precious metals weakened their position in the South
and, moreover, being involved in the European political struggle did not help the situation
either.
From the 1570s until the 1580s the Spanish king, a devoted Catholic, ruled the
protestant Netherlands. England tried to help the Netherlands by sending an army there to
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assist the Dutch. Prior to this conflict the two monarchies felt hostility towards each other
since they experienced problems in the waters of the Gulf of Mexico.

8

The conflict started

when the Spanish attacked the English ships full of gold there. The mutual conflict caused by
the attacks was only emphasized by the presence of the Spanish army in the Netherlands.
Spain was at that time a strong power as she ruled northeastern Europe.
Meanwhile, France struggled with the Protestant Revolution on two fronts. First, there
was the understandable dispute over the religious practice and the status of the new
Reformation churches. Second, the high nobility members attempted to take advantage of the
chaos and tried to weaken the power of the king. The Spanish were forced to leave the
kingdom and eventually Henry IV reestablished monarchy when he legally recognized French
Protestants and allowed them to practice their faith without any threat of persecution. The
king converted to Catholicism and thus started a new dynasty of French kings, the Bourbons.9
The Bourbons were associated with both monarchies – France and Spain. Through the process
of legalization of Protestantism France was able to stay unified because the country had
suffered and was unstable due to civil protests in the mid-17th century.

2.2 France and England in the 17th Century
After England and France defended themselves against Philip II, the 16th and 17th
centuries witnessed a series of effective challenges by France and by England. They not only
demanded that Spain recognize their settlements and their freedom to establish other ones in
unoccupied regions of the New World; they even strove to oblige her to allow their subjects to
trade freely within the Spanish colonial system, while at the same time they proceeded to
close their own colonies to foreign shipping. 10 The reason why England and France could not
be involved in planting their own colonies in North America was that the Spanish war started
in 1585 and lasted until 1604. Being struggled by their political and religious instability
caused the delay of their involvement overseas. 11 France obviously profited from her colonies
in North America. The starting point was when they reached the Gulf of Mexico in 1682,
claimed the territory, and named it in honor of their king Louis XIV. 12 The allowance to plant
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English and French settlement resulted in weakened position of the Spanish. Now France and
England were fighting over the area whereas Spain in losing her previous holdings, which
gradually resulted in Spain’s loss of half of North America. 13
France’s territory, New France, stretched about the area around St. Lawrence River
and the Great Lakes. The territory of England was located in the area known as New England,
which was originally the site where the Pilgrims from England landed in the 17th century. The
settlers were the first English subjects on the soil of the New World. The advantageous
position of New France was that the French were able to keep the English on the eastern
coastline and the Spanish in the South. The interior belonged to them. Even if the Spanish
explored North America before the French and the English did, the 17th century allowed these
two powers to enter the continent, establish their settlements, and share then known area
among three powers instead of one.

Map 1: Map of New France around 1645
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Chapter 3 Situation in the 18th Century
The 17th century brought changes to the power and land share in the New World of the
French, the English, and the Spanish. However, the following 18th century brought a series of
more significant changes which not only altered the power shares on the American continent,
but also transformed the powers’ influence in the Old World.
The initial problem which occurred at the beginning of the 18th century was that all
three countries tried to claim the area of the Mississippi. The Spanish held Florida thanks to
their explorer De Soto. France, on the contrary, held the waters in the North, but tried to
explore the waterway from the upper waters down to the South. The reason was that the
French were in search of a transportation route which would enable them to transport and thus
continue in their commercial goal. The approximate date when the French descended down to
the mouth of the Mississippi was in the 1670s. 14
The following paragraphs will illustrate the gradual shift in power of the three
countries in the New World. Their involvement in the colonization process overseas was
determined by the measures they took in order to solve the political situation and international
relations. Thus, the interaction between their interest in European matters and lack of interest
in the colonial matters will be analyzed. There will be many political situations pointed out
which will clarify why the position of the three powers in North America either bettered or
worsened their position there.

3.1 First half of the 18th Century
Already the beginning of the 18th century shifted the scales of power. Queen Anne’s
War (1702 – 1713), also known as the War of the Spanish Succession, was the war between
France and England. The English won an opportunity to expand in contrast to the French who
lost her strong position. The English started to expand over the Appalachian Mountains. 15 In
Europe Louis XIV wanted his grandson to become the Spanish king. This way the two
countries would be again united under a single king. The power of the monarchy would
consequently dominate Europe, and provide the opportunity to rule the seas.
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The failure of

the French helped the English to retain their position. The war was ended by signing the
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Peace of Utrecht in 1713 which stated that the monarchy of France will be united with the
Spanish monarchy and they will defend themselves against the power and influence of the
English. Eventually Philip V, king of Spain, allied his country to France because of his family
ties and thus forming the compact between the members of the Bourbon House. There are two
more Family Compacts which affected the European situation as well as the situation on the
American continent.
The situation in Spain also dramatically changed. The year of 1702 meant the end of
the rule of the Hapsburg House. Spain lost her king and started losing her possessions in
North America. Not forgetting the fact that the Spanish were in North America before the
French, Spain’s era of strong colonization urges was over after the 16th century. The end of
the reign of Philip II reflected stagnation of Spain in the New World.
The Peace Settlement of 1713 dramatically changed the map of North America. By it
France renounced all claims of sovereignty over the regions adjacent to Hudson’s Bay and to
the island of Newfoundland, reserving certain fishing privileges along the shores thereof, and
recognized English possession of the original French colony of Acadia or Nova Scotia. Now
England possessed the area of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the accessible water routes
leading to New France.
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The disadvantageous situation on the part of the French meant a

path towards the development of the rival monarchy – England. Her stability, prestige,
colonial trade, extraordinary sea power capacities hindered the development of France.
However, to better define the Anglo-French relation it is necessary to mention that France
knew she had to build a strong colonial empire if she wanted to compete with England which
profited from the situation at that time and did not have to fear France.
France was too weak to undermine the strong position of England in North America.
The same effect was brought forefront on Spain’s part. The Bourbon House placed Philip V
on the Spanish throne. Unlucky for the Spanish colonies the period which followed the Peace
of Utrecht was in favor of Spain’s interests in Europe. The colonial dominions were neglected
whereas the European matters were paid attention to. As a result, England was left without the
French and Spanish threats, which only helped improve her situation and colonial dominions
profited greatly from England’s interest.
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Map 2: Peace of Utrecht (1713)

The time period of approximately forty years after the signing of the Peace of Utrecht
did not help the Spanish monarchy to regain her previous strength and determination to hold
and support her dominions overseas. There were war conflicts among the Spanish and the
English during the first half of the 18th century. In addition to war time situation, the financial
stability was not in favor either. Spain knew that if she wanted to experience her former
colonial glory and stability, she had to regain financial stability first. In order to achieve it
Philip preferred to focus on domestic issues rather than foreign ones. It cannot be forgotten
that his aim at Spain’s domestic policy brought much desired financial stability to his
monarchy.
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3.2 Seven Years’ War
The effects of this war bore further consequences for the three powers in comparison
with the Peace of Utrecht. Seven Years’ War clearly stated that England will be given the
remaining part of the territory and the simplest way how to keep the strategic port of New
Orleans out of the English hands was to pass it over to the Spanish. Two problems were
solved at the same time. The right to navigate the Mississippi River freely to the port of New
Orleans was given to England which was now legally allowed to control the river’s east bank
and control the commercial development of the area. This war conflict was closed by the
Treaty of Paris (1763) only fifty years after the Peace of Utrecht. A simple way to notice the
difference between the pre- and post-Seven Years’ War colonial holdings is to compare the
corresponding maps.

Map 3: North America before 1754

Map 4: North America after 1763

Attitudes of both Spain and France towards England changed after 1763. As to the
French they knew they had been humiliated. France was fully aware that her colonies had
been lost, her subjects were now pushed away from their previous region, and the financial
aspect of commerce was gone. They lost a number of areas, such as Louisiana, Canada,
Acadia, Isle Royal, and Senegal.
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The French knew they wanted and needed to get England

on her knees. France held the attitude towards England which can be summed up as follows:
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She is an enemy at once grasping, ambitious, unjust, and
perfidious. The invariable and most cherished purpose in her
politics had been, if not the destruction of France at least her
overthrow, her humiliation, and her ruin. 19
France not only lost her colonies, but also opposed her interests in the Old World.
Thus, when France viewed England as her main enemy, it was a matter of time when she
would express her sympathies towards the American Colonies during the War of
Independence. At least, by assisting them France could openly express her attitude and punish
the English for all injustices.
Spain’s interests and decisions were bound by the position of her colonies in North
America. She had her possessions adjacent to the possessions of England. Therefore, any
incorrect decision might undermine the stability and lead to Spain’s marginalization in the
New World. Spain might lose her possession of territory east of the Mississippi River, thus
lose the right to navigate the River, and monopoly of commerce in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Two years before the War was over the Family Compact had been signed. Again the Bourbon
family ties and obligations had to be obeyed. Charles III, the Spanish king from 1759, wanted
his monarchy to be involved in a greater variety of interests, not only domestic affairs. The
fact that France was fighting England made Charles III realize that he had to help France. As
a result, he signed the Family Compact hoping that this Franco-Spanish alliance would
prevent further destruction of the Spanish and French territorial possessions. His monarchy
joined the War, but he did not manage to prevent humiliation of France or Spain. France was
defeated, but Spain’s reputation was also weakened. When Spain joined the War, England
occupied Philippines and Cuba, which was at that time the most important Spanish colony.
The Spanish king succeeded in regaining these territories after 1763, but could not avoid the
cession of Florida to England. Even though the Spanish were defeated, they managed to keep
some of their former territories in contrast to France. Spain was a much weaker military
power, which was a well-known fact to the English monarchy, and her American holdings
were much smaller than the enemy’s possessions. England acquired a vast area and her
military ability, naval experience, and commerce routes ruled then competition of the three
monarchies.
Undoubtedly, England knew she had acquired a lot from both monarchies, but she had
precise interests concerning her relations with France and Spain. In order not to lose the
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commercial advantage she desired for peace with Spain which was entirely absent from the
relationship with France.
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In addition to England’s naval position at that time by remaining

on good terms with Spain would also improve her financial status from which her domestic
and foreign policies might profit. Quite contrary this commercial aspect was absent in her
relation with the French.
The reason of England’s conduct to keep friendly relations with Spain was the fact that
Spain was England’s market. Closing the door to this part of the world would mean financial
loses for the English monarchy. This was the way this relation was carried on in Old Spain.
However, New Spain in North America also represented a basis for a much intended good
relation in terms of commerce.
Prior to the end of the Seven Years’ War another treaty was signed. Treaty of
Fontainebleau (1762) made changes as to who should hold the possession of the Isle of New
Orleans and the Mississippi River. This Treaty transferred the part of the French colony of
Louisiana located west of the Mississippi River and the Isle of New Orleans to Spain.
England received the remainder of the territory under the terms of the peace settlement.
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Spain was able to control New Orleans which was at that time a very important port for all
three powers. By receiving it England was left out of this matter. The French thought the rest
of her territory to be useless and unimportant. Therefore, the principle of keeping the relation
on the part of England was valid even in the New World. Even though the English had no
control over the city of New Orleans, it was at least important to have Spain as her market for
her goods and commerce on both continents. In addition, England was eager to expand also in
the New World. Her naval strength at the sea and her commercial success in Europe were not
sufficient enough.

3.2.1 Consequences of the Seven Years’ War
The year of 1763 marked the changed territorial holdings of France, Spain, and
England. Such changes could not have been left without regrets on behalf of any of the three
monarchies. France expressed no regrets over the loss of the province since it was a financial
burden for her. Instead, the monarchy preferred to focus on the British Empire and own
relations with other nations in Europe. England’s previous success in terms of commerce and
strong military position could be stressed through her North American holdings. Moreover,
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she represented a threat for the Spanish in the South when it came to her capability to invade
Louisiana from Canada.
Spain’s situation was different. Taking over the expensive region Spain hoped that the
attempts of either the English colonists in the New World or the English would be useless if
they tried to penetrate further into the southern and western parts of North America heading to
Mexico because of the riches located there. Franco-Spanish relations had been on good terms
before the year of 1763 when France had Spain to sign the general peace shortly before the
English should demand the region of Louisiana and other remaining French islands for
themselves. Temporary positive development on the part of Spain was later overshadowed by
the situation regarding the region of Louisiana. At that time it was not possible to expect that
by the end of the century the same area will be transferred to Napoleon Bonaparte. His
strategy was the same as the strategy of Spain that is to say prevent the Americans and the
English from settling in this area. The turning moment took place in April 1803 when
Bonaparte sold the identical area to the people against whose settlement the Spanish tried to
protect themselves. 23
In the 1760s Spain was the only enemy of the English present in the New World. The
Spanish knew they did not want their colonies to end the same way as the colonies of France
did. Thus, the Spanish monarchy decided to emphasize the matter of holding important
regions in North America and wanted to guard the frontiers against English advance, claim
the lands which were of England’s interest, and enforce the rules against contraband trade.
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Now Charles III of Spain was willing to wage war on England. This incident however
changed Spain’s relations regarding both France and England. The king of Spain hoped in the
aid from France based on the Family Compact. He was hoping to wage the war, but the
response from France was not in favor of his plan. In addition to the problematic relation
between Spain and France the following years made the Spanish king alter his diplomatic
realization of foreign affairs and caused his monarchy to approach the path of diplomatic
isolation.
The English and the Spanish had a dispute over the right to enter the ports. The
situation, however, differed when it came to the New World and Old World. In continental
Spain the English vessels were allowed by the terms of the treaty to enter the ports. On
contrary, in the New World the right was granted only in cases of distress, which led to the
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controversial right of search at sea. 25 The English tried to argue that the Spanish were for the
destruction of the mercantile interests of the English because their ships were the objects of
attacks which should end contraband trade in silver at the Spanish ports. Thus, the English
believed in their right not to be searched on the high sea while on the coast of Spanish
America mere presence could not be taken as evidence of contraband activities. 26
The relations between the French and the Spanish became more amicable at the
beginning of the 1770s. Their mutual military support and cooperation helped settle the
complications between the Spanish and the English. The instability of the European political
situation increased the chances of both France and Spain to avoid any problems when it came
to their holdings in the New World. Spain tried very hard to avoid the same misfortune France
had experienced. Bearing in mind the fact that after 1763 France no longer possessed the
regions in North America, it would be essential to note that all three powers were
interconnected through their American interests. The New World was now marked by the
beginnings of diplomacy influenced by the European matters. The people living in North
America were still the subjects of their kings, but were not as much influenced by then
ongoing wars as the subjects living within the Continental Europe. The problem became a
more heated debate among the English and their colonists overseas in the mid-1770s. The
simple explanation was that as soon as the English dominions became independent, they
would no longer had any connection with their former Mother Country and would be able to
deal with their own matters, form new rules upon which their society would be based, and
initiate their own existence.
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Chapter 4 Independence of the English Colonists in the New World
The best way to undermine enemy’s stability is to form an alliance with her enemy.
This rule is valid today, but was already valid in the 18th century. The outcome of such
situation was that the internal matters are the top priority and momentary inability to control
and rule the situation in colonies was the rewarding satisfaction on the part of foreign
enemies. The disorganized and many times secret aids were offered by the powers which had
formed alliances with each other. This was also the case of the formerly allied France and
Spain. The urge to advance own interests overshadowed proper diplomatic matters, which
was also the case of England. Trying to achieve her commercial interests, forming even
stronger Empire, and retaining her status of the most fearful sea power were her main goals.
France, on the other hand, had been excluded from the matters on the American continent, but
was the supreme monarchy in Continental Europe and also in several cases succeeded in
keeping her overseas dominions.
The crucial role lied in the hands of diplomatists whose existence started and
importance became more important from 1763 on. The impacts of political decisions were
viewed by them differently in comparison to the standpoint held by the ordinary peoples.
France’s profitable European position stood in a sharp contrast to her exclusion from North
America. England was the most successful power in the New World as well as in her
maritime attempts and achievements. Again, this imbalance of power urged France’s desire to
retrieve her former role on the American continent.
In 1774 the political scene changed. Louis XVI became the king of France. In
addition, a former minister of foreign affairs was in the same year replaced by the Count de
Vergennes. Because of his diplomatic suppleness and because there really was a community
of interests between France and those other powers who wished ill to English supremacy,
Vergennes had remarkable success in attaining his objects. 27
Skepticism and doubts of the French people regarding the English settlers overseas
were, however, not fully shared by the Spanish. The Spanish feared the outcome because their
territories were located adjacent to the English ones and the future of their possessions
mattered to them greatly. Another possibility, in case of the victory of the English, might
inspire them to acquire larger territory east of the Mississippi River with the right of free
navigation on the river, thus destroying the Spanish monopoly of commerce in the Gulf of
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Mexico. 28 The role of Vergennes was complicated by the fact that the Spanish did not share
France’s enthusiasm for independence of the English colonies. There was the Family
Compact from 1761, yet France’s desire to form alliance with the English colonists prevailed.

4.1 France’s Alliance
The French government decided to make alliance with the English subjects aspiring to
become independent and providing them with secret aid from almost the beginning of the
conflict. The American Revolutionary War (1775 – 1783) was a chance to act against
England. The reason was again the conditions and terms of the Peace Treaty of 1763. England
invaded France’s colonies and terminated her influence on the American continent. Besides
the loss of the dominions in North America, France lost Canada, Isle Royale, Acadia, Senegal,
and the holdings in the West Indies.
So, when France learned that the colonies in the New World rebelled, Vergennes did
not waste a minute and gladly offered aid, which could easily ruin France. In case of the
failure the French would have not shared in the commerce in North America.

29

The French

offered financial aid and her Bourbon family ally, represented by Charles III, was asked to
provide twice the amount. Also, materials such as clothes, gun powder, and medicine were
provided to the rebellious English subjects. Vergennes knew that from that moment on the
monarchy held one of the greatest opportunities to gain her quasi-satisfactory position.
Moreover, France knew the war could not be avoided and the mutual diplomatic relation
between France and England were influenced by the American matter. The positive result was
counterbalanced by the possible negative outcome of such diplomatic maneuver. The prospect
of the aid could have a negative impact on France in a sense that if the colonists failed in their
plan, England would keep them as her subjects. Then, France’s ambitions would be left
without the appreciation of the colonists.
The situation was not easy for the English either. Their defeat at Saratoga, New York
in 1777 changed the strategy of the English. They wanted to make peace with America and
war with France.
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To keep the colonies would be a great advantage for the English, but

losing them would mean a great loss at commerce and there was also a chance that the French
would try to regain her previous possessions, such as Isle Royale. Canada was not included in
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the plans of the French.

31

As a form of compensation the English could aspire to gain the

French West India islands. This situation would occur only if the English sided with the
colonists. The American Revolutionaries, however, sided with the Spanish instead and the
main reason was hope in Spain’s territorial expansion. They wanted to reclaim the territory
they had lost to their enemy.

4.1.1 Franco-Spanish Alliance
In addition to Franco-British relations the Anglo-Spanish relations were none the less
important. Spain, France’s ally, was asked by France to wage war on England by a simple
recognition of independence of the English rebellious colonists. From the standpoint of the
Spanish her hostility and problematic relations with Portugal, England’s ally, would make the
British monarchy occupied with the threating situation on two continents at the same time. So,
the ability of the French to help the colonists as well as Spain’s chance to aggravate the
situation in Europe simply meant that the French monarchy could rely upon the Spanish and
believe in the positive result of the war against England. 32 France asked Spain to join her and
recognize the newly established Thirteen United States. First, France needed Spain because of
her navy if she really wanted to fight the English. Second, another reason was to recognize the
Thirteen United States before the new nation would settle the relation with England and make
the treaty, which would make it impossible for the French to fight her enemy. On the other
hand, the United States had to make sure France’s good will to help them was still applicable.
As a result, in 1778 France and Spain signed two treaties which resulted in termination of
communication between England and her subjects in the New World. It was believed that the
war was inevitable no matter whether France agreed to create the Franco-American alliance or
not.
The first treaty was a treaty of amity and commerce. It exemplified trading privileges
and the maritime principles of the Plan of 1776. Signing of the first treaty meant the official
recognition of independence of the United States. Both powers granted commercial favors to
other nations and based on the principle of reciprocity the same favors would be made to each
other. The second one involved the matters of protection. In case of war between France and
England resulting from the first treaty, the two powers would fight the war together and
would not make a peace with the enemy without the consent of other power. Nor would they
31
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cease fighting before independence would be officially stated in the Treaty or Treaties
terminating the war. 33
In case of Spain, who also liked the idea of waging the war against England, there was
also a potential to enlarge her monarchy and strengthen the position of the largest colony in
the New World. Spain had been engaged in a problematic relation with Portugal, who was at
that time England’s ally. However, Spain’s role in this matter was rather marginalized.
Vergennes allied his country with the United States before he knew the answer concerning
Spain’s determination to form the alliance. Also, the great difference in opinions of both
Spain and France was that France was pro-independence oriented whereas Spain was not.
There were very important matters concerning Spain’s territories over the world because
Spain was interested in Gibraltar, Minorca, Florida, and shares in the fisheries of
Newfoundland. 34
In terms of marginalization Spain was supposed to play the role of a pure mediator
between France and England. At least, that was the plan of Floridablanca, Spanish Minister of
Foreign Affairs. The profits were to be on both sides. England would not accept it and Spain
knew that the best way to declare the war was to be on the same side with France. In addition
to this ability, Spain hoped that she could get Gibraltar from England as a conditioned part of
their temporary relation if Spain would give up the role of the mediator. The events did take a
different course. The king of England disliked this idea and Spain had the legitimate reason to
declare war, which happened in 1779.
The positive effect was that France had her ally without the help of which her
reputation would be undermined. She had promised the colonists to guarantee her loyalty and
try to make them independent and her Franco-Spanish relation helped her reputation. Plus she
could reestablish her position in India, Senegal, and the island of Dominica in the West
Indies.
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It was the French West Indies which represented the most profitable colonial

holding because of sugar production. The Spanish, on the other hand, envisioned the moment
of regaining Gibraltar. Her other interest was the area of West Florida which she managed to
regain with the help of New Orleans troops. Eventually, she was given the right of navigation
of the Mississippi. The negative outcome, however, was that the Spanish had to deal with the
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westward migration of American into territory as well as wit smuggling that undercut her
economy. 36
Spain, France, and England were not the only European powers involved in the
conflict. There was another country which had no precise desire or interest in liberty of the
colonists, same as was the case of Spain. The Netherlands was the country of bankers and
therefore the representatives viewed the chance to profit from the England’s failure in case the
navigation laws collapsed. The outcome of such situation would be that the Dutch would sail
their goods overseas to the United States through the French ports. This cooperation would be
mutual because the French would also have the opportunity to build up their navy and be able
to stand as England’s enemy at sea. Thus, John Adams, American minister plenipotentiary,
made four loans from the Dutch bankers from 1782 – 1788, which was at that time the only
financial source for the Confederation of the colonies. The loans were fully paid and their
mutual relation was a very peaceful one from 1782 onwards. Of course, in such situation one
party is satisfied, but the other party is dissatisfied. This was also the case when it came to the
relation between the Dutch and the English. Two years prior to the loans to the United States
of North America, the English king, George III, had declared war on the Netherlands.

37

Russia was at that time the third power which was not willing to recognize liberty of
the Confederation. Her condition was that the English should do so first and only then
Czarina, Catherine II, would make the same political and diplomatic recognition on behalf of
the Confederation of the Thirteen United States. Diplomatic relations between Russia and the
United States were formally established only in 1809 and lasted until the beginning of the
Russian revolution (1917). 38

4.2 Independence and the European Situation
It is important not to forget that the final version of the Anglo-American treaty, signed
on September 3, 1783, was the result of the European powers’ diplomatic cooperation which
gave rise to a new and independent state across the Atlantic. The existence of the United
States triggered a number of events, shaped history, and established new diplomatic relations.
The new order on both continents was able to prevent the inadequate power balance which
had been the reason of previous conflicts.
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The boundary was to be the St. John’s River in the east and the present-day northern
boundary of New England and New York to the St. Lawrence at 45° north latitude. Besides
the boundary specification the treaty of Independence granted the citizens the right to navigate
the Mississippi River. The region was going to be filled with the English speaking people and
the United States would become the market for English goods. Thanks to the possible access
from two directions there was the possibility to ship the goods from the North, the location of
St. Lawrence and Great Lakes, and from the south, the Mississippi River and the Gulf of
Mexico.

39

However, the steps towards liberty of the thirteen colonies were not so simple.

First, it was necessary to specify the boundary. The United States offered England two
options. The first option was the line of 45° from the Connecticut River west to the
Mississippi. The second option was the present river-and-lake line.

40

The English preferred

the second choice.
Leaving out the French from this negotiation was rather a violation of the FrancoAmerican alliance. The further role France had to take up was to persuade her Spanish ally to
agree to a peace without the chance to own the much wanted Gibraltar from the English.
Despite the fact that the Spanish did not get the hold of Gibraltar, which had been taken from
them in 1704, they agreed to a peace. England also acquired the Dutch trading factory of
Negapatam, but lost the thirteen colonies. The Spanish regained Florida from the English,
Minorca, and Honduras, where only some coastal areas were reserved for the English
settlements. The French retained trading position in India, acquired Tobago in the West
Indies, and Senegal River in Africa. And last, but certainly not least, the Dutch recognized the
right of the English to trade and navigate among the Dutch West Indies. Eight months before
the definitive article of Independence, the preliminary ones were signed by France, Spain, and
England, yet the situation between the Dutch and the English was not to be settled until
September 2, 1783. 41
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Map 5: United States (1783)

Independence was granted, the new state established, and now was the time to
establish relations between the United States and the powers which had been involved in the
Treaties. The English were hoping that commerce between them might flourish based on the
principle of reciprocity. Their navy would provide protection for the United States and based
on the reciprocal principle the United States would support the English navy with materials.
After such accomplishment the question was how to preserve liberty and independence of the
Confederation for future generations.

4.2.1 Confederation
The Thirteen United States of North America were independent and ruled by the
Articles of Independence. Even though they were independent, they lacked any guarantee of
stability, prosperity, financial stability, and coexistence. Since their reputation was not
commanded among her citizens, it was obvious that it could not be commanded abroad either.
Even though the representatives had what they had longed for, the situation for this political
body was not easy at all. The political representatives knew that if they had to stay united
because otherwise other nations might want to claim their territory. The most disputable
problem was commerce with the English. Commerce was prosperous for the English side
until the French Revolution broke out. The second most critical issue was the debt collection
from the former English colonies to the English monarchy, which was not behaving in
accordance with the Peace Treaty of 1783. The British occupied the trading posts and had her
28

military within the aforementioned river-and-lake line ignoring the boundaries completely.
On the other hand, the Canadians occupied England’s posts. 42
The Spanish in the South and southwest were in control of the Appalachian region and
the Mississippi River. The Peace Treaty of 1783 set the boundary of the colonies at 31st
parallel intersecting the Mississippi. The matter of the boundary line became much
complicated when West Florida belonged to the English. The northern boundary was the line
cutting across the mouth of the Yazoo River, not the 31st parallel. Then the Spanish felt no
obligation to occupy the territory within the preset boundary, but claimed the area to the Ohio
and Tennessee Rivers. In 1784 the Spanish not only closed the Mississippi River for the
Americans, but had to deal with own disagreement between the West and the East. The
Easterners neglected the need of the Westerners and wanted to sacrifice this part of their
territory in favor of commerce. It is true that in 1788 Spain granted the right to navigate the
Mississippi, but the problem concerning the boundary resulted in signing a treaty in 1794. 43
John Jay, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, was a pro-England oriented politician.
The Treaty signed on November 19, 1794 was a commercial treaty. The British traders were
allowed to pass freely and cross the borders while trading with the Indians. Trade could
connect Canada and promote the commercial connection between her and the Mississippi
Valley.
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He managed to settle the situation with the northern posts and helped the English

keep her supplies. On the contrary, the Americans were not pleased by the Treaty, yet
President and Senate approved of it. There were financial problems, problems with the
Natives and slaves, which had to be resolved yet, but the former colonies could not hesitate to
avoid settling at least this problem regarding commerce. A potential war situation, which
would be devastating for the Thirteen Colonies, was no longer a threat.
In addition to the above mentioned Jay’s Treaty, there was another treaty signed in
October 1795. Pinckney’s Treaty consisted of twenty-three articles which were supposed to
help deal with the presence of the Spanish in the South. The United States Cabinet during
George Washington’s presidency and Charles IV tried to have a document which would
represent beneficiary advantages for both sides involved. The Spanish monarchy sided with
the French in order to fight the English. There were especially three Articles which shaped the
boundaries. Article II set the exact boundaries separating Spanish and the United States. Other
two significant Articles were IV and XXII. The Article II read:
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…The southern boundary of the United States, which divides
their territory from the Spanish colonies of East and West
Florida, shall be designated by a line beginning on the river
Mississippi, at the northernmost part of the thirty-first degree of
latitude North of the equator, which from thence shall be drawn
due east to the middle of the river Apalachicola, or Catahouche,
thence along the middle thereof of its junction with the Flint:
thence straight to the head of St. Mary’s river, and thence down
the middle thereof to the Atlantic ocean...45

East and West Florida played an important role shortly before the turn of the century
and or even during the negotiations between France and Spain. Setting the boundary lines was
followed by the western boundary of the United States and consequently led to the explicit
specification of the city of New Orleans in the Treaty.
Article IV specified the western boundary of the United States as well as the right of
the United States to navigate the Mississippi:

It is likewise agreed that the western boundary of the United
States which separates them from the Spanish colony of
Louisiana, is in the middle of the channel or bed of the river
Mississippi, from the northern boundary of the said states to the
completi on of the thirty-first degree of latitude North of the
equator. And his Catholic Majesty has likewise agreed that the
navigation of the said river, in its whole breadth from its source
of the ocean, shall be free only to his subjects and the citizens of
the United States… 46

Article XXII was closely connected with Article IV in terms of the boundary
specification and the navigation of the Mississippi:
…And in the consequence of the stipulations contained in the
IV. Article, his Catholic Majesty will permit the citizens of the
United States, for the space of three years from this time, to
deposit their merchandizes and effects in the port of New
45
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Orleans, and to export them from thence without paying any
other duty than a fair price for the hire of the stores…47

The problem with the boundary specification was solved. Moreover, after the
execution of Pinckney’s Treaty of 1795 the Spanish royal house no longer placed great value
on the burdensome province of Louisiana, so expensive to govern and so difficult to defend.
The Spanish monarchs were willing to exchange the province for political and dynastic
advantages in Europe. 48

4.3 French Revolution and Napoleon’s Plans
The French viewed the Confederation to be a weak partner to be interested in. They
were aware that the American states depended on their help and protection. The Thirteen
United States knew their Articles of Confederation lacked any executive or judicial power and
therefore during the period of 1788 – 1789 adopted the Constitution. This document granted
them rights not only within the own borders, but also abroad. Thomas Jefferson was the
American minister to France at the outbreak of the French Revolution. He was a liberal
Republican, admirer of France, and fully aware that his country was indebted to France. 49
On July 14, 1789, the Revolution, with the outcomes which greatly effected both
France and the rest of the world, broke out. This social and political upheaval, which reshaped
the world’s history, had its own foundation and motto based on the War of Independence in
America. Words such as “equality”, “freedom”, and “democracy” resembled exactly identical
values which were included in the Declaration of Independence of the United States.
Furthermore, the Revolution gave rise to one of the most controversial political figures of all
times – Napoleon Bonaparte.
The American continent was alarmed on February 1, 1793, when France declared war
on England, shortly after Louis XVI and his wife had been executed. The political situation
was such that Jefferson knew he did not want his country to fight England with his French
ally because of lack of navy and military to defend France. The course of the event remained
such that the Thirteen United States supplied France and West Indian colonies with food. 50
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President Jefferson did not like the situation in Louisiana in October 1802. The reason
of this problem was the agreement between Bonaparte and Charles IV, the king of Spain. The
Spanish could not afford to protect such a vast area and hold to this territory in order to
protect her lands in the South. Treaty of San Ildefonso, signed on October 1, 1800, transferred
Louisiana to France and the Spanish forbade the Americans to deposit at the port of New
Orleans.51 The plan of Napoleon was that he would exchange Louisiana for the North Italian
Tuscany to the son-in-law of Charles IV who doubted that Napoleon would really exchange it
and therefore signed the Treaty after two year’s delay. The news reached the Americans who
feared that the river would be closed completely. 52
Napoleon’s plans were to grow strong in Africa, Europe, and in the Orient. The
outcome of his policy made him turn his attention on the American continent. Despite the fact
that he had won some important fights, which also made it possible for him to press Spain
into the Treaty of San Ildefonso, he knew very well that his Empire depended on the English
traders, and her navy. Therefore, the American continent represented for him his vision to
create, or rather renew, the colonial empire. The Napoleonic work from Europe moved to the
West Indies. Their goal was San Domingo, today’s Haiti. This prosperous sugar island was to
be France’s capital and key location from which they would support own military forces
situated in New Orleans. The army, which was sent to Haiti in 1802, suppressed the black
slaves, but fell victim to the yellow fever.

53

This failure of the French made it obvious that

Louisiana would not be their source of supplies for the West Indies. Louisiana without San
Domingo was for Napoleon too costly in terms of men who had died already and more men
and financial resources were needed to subdue the island. 54
Jefferson realized he had to act and therefore sent James Monroe, Minister
Plenipotentiary and Extraordinary, to France to assist Robert Livingston in negotiations. The
aim was to negotiate the purchase of New Orleans and both Floridas at the price of two
millions, or upward to ten, for all or part. The Americans knew that the city of New Orleans
was crucial for the control of the territory. The American representatives could not believe
that in the end they were offered all Louisiana for the amount of fifteen million dollars.
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Of

course, the Spanish were alarmed upon learning about the Purchase. Their protest was based
on the Treaty of San Ildefonso. They claimed that the French had not fulfilled the obligations
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stated in the Treaty and therefore they had no legal title to Louisiana. In addition to this, the
French side had promised not to sell it to any power. Even though the Spanish felt to be
betrayed by the French, they strengthened their position further in the West. 56
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Chapter 5 Aftermath of the Louisiana Purchase
The single largest land acquisition made President Jefferson a person who envisioned
westward expansion and made his dream come true. The area at various times Spanish,
English, French, and finally American was added to the then area of the United States and
thus ended the never-ending transitions from the hands of one power to another. At last, in
April 1803 the French closed the deal with the Americans, in December 1803 the United
States officially took possession of this area, and nine years later it became one of the states
with own state Constitution. The most significant importance of the cession was the free
access to the Mississippi River. Its strategic position was significant for transportation and
commercial development of the whole area. Even Washington himself was aware of this fact
when he declared in 1790 that the Americans must have and certainly shall have the full
navigation of the Mississippi.

57

The outcome of this land acquisition was that the United

States became a state with own production which could be easily transported from any corner
of the state on the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico and then to other ports in the rest of the
world. This reality pointed out the fact that starting 1803 the United States were commercially
self-sufficient, self-sustaining, and financially stable. In addition to this commercial aspect the
agricultural advantages of the South predestined the whole area, but especially New Orleans,
to financially and commercially profit from the soil richness, closeness of the Ocean, and
eventual influx of immigrants. In less than a quarter of a century the Thirteen United States of
North America made their visionary expectation come true.
The port of New Orleans played an important role throughout the course of the events.
After 1803 the city brought many positives to the commercial and financial improvement of
the Valley. In the 19th century the availability of the proper and navigable water system
defined the future of the given area. In this case, however, one might say that the financial and
commercial benefits were as much important as to affect the well-being of the whole country.
The role of the city of New Orleans for the United States will be dealt with in the following
paragraphs.
There is a theory as to how a French-controlled Louisiana would serve the three
strategic roles. It would serve as: a barrier to westward expansion, a choke-point on the
Mississippi, and a rival metropole. In the first place, if Louisiana would remain in the hands
of the French, the expansion would not be possible. France was a much stronger empire in
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comparison with Spain. In the second place, the Mississippi was the most important waterway
for commerce and transport and the city of New Orleans is located right on the River. After
1803 there no longer were any obstacles for the United States to expand. In the third place,
the territory would mean a threat to the Union and a rival metropole to the rest of the state. 58
Today’s size of the United States owes a lot to the European powers. It was apparent
that even the earliest explorations had to be controlled by a certain system of law. Thus, when
France is studied closer one realizes that in the 16th and the 17th centuries she provided
substantial law restrictions for her holdings. Parisian customs of law enforcement were
applied in the New World as well. Upon the establishment of the colonies it was thought to be
proper to base their system on a similar principle. Moreover, the Spanish possessed the area
where they also applied their Spanish law. The combination of the two types of laws made it
possible to rule this area on the laws of the Roman juridical system. One year after the
Purchase the Territory of Orleans was organized. It covered approximately the present area of
today’s Louisiana. The remaining part of the Purchase was erected by Congress into the
District of Louisiana, in 1805 into the Territory of Louisiana, and seven years later into the
Territory of Missouri. 59 Apparently what once used to be a single area purchased from France
and expected to be ruled in a uniform way was later divided by two various juridical systems.
The third power, however, should not be forgotten either. Interestingly enough the common
law of England was adopted in the city of New Orleans even though the inhabitants
considered themselves to be of French and Spanish descent. 60
The conquest of the new area was concluded without a single drop of blood shed.
There were situations which were not easy and were potential threats for the United States,
especially in the combination with the demands and needs of various powers – France, Spain,
and England, but the United States managed to avoid the danger and pursued own happiness
and happiness of the American citizens. In critical political moments the American peace
keepers brought their vision forward and concluded their diplomatic talks on behalf of their
country to a successful end. The importance of the three former rivals was definitely
marginalized and the United States could continue in the enlargement of the territory.
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5.1 The Mississippi Valley and the Boundaries
Today’s technology and means of cartography are incomparably advanced to
cartography of the 19th century or even earlier eras. Since the first Spanish expeditions in the
16th century there was no accurate map of the area available. Even if there were any
cartographic sources the problem was that one map was in a contrast to the details marked on
the other available map. The lack of such sources, or inaccuracy in mapping, caused the
French and the Americans to face the same dilemma when discussing the matter of the
Purchase in Paris in 1803.
Most of the territory which was about to be exchanged between the French and the
American side had never been explored, surveyed, or mapped by any nation. Same as it was
with the previous treaties it was not possible to precisely state or define the boundaries of
Louisiana. 61 Despite the fact that President himself was much interested in geography, by that
time his Administration had not managed to explore the area and mark the borderlines of the
territories. Not even when the Southern territory was transferred from France to Spain and
then back to France, the treaties never specifically mentioned the boundaries. Thus, having no
clear cut picture of the area it was not apparent how big the overall size of the newly
transferred area to the United States will be. To believe that it was possible to draw the map
of the added area was far fetcher hope and naivety.
All that the representatives knew was that the territory historically had been bordered
on the South by the Gulf of Mexico and on the east by the Mississippi River between its
mouth and its uncertain headwaters.
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Rough estimations, certain knowledge of free

navigation on the Mississippi River, the port of New Orleans or the Ohio River were only
some of the advantages which were gained during the Administration of Jefferson. The first
surprise concerning the territory to be purchased was when Bonaparte offered all Louisiana
instead of a coastline area which the United States intended to obtain in the first place. The
second moment must have been when the representatives of the United States realized the
vastness of the territory and how greatly it will influence the destiny, history, and economic
development of the United States.
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5.2 Size of the United States
The Purchase was a real bargain for the United States. The Louisiana Purchase
contained 863,072 square miles or 565,080 acres. This means an area more than seven times
that of Great Britain and Ireland, and more than four times that of Germany. The Purchase
was larger than Great Britain, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, and Portugal combined.
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The

vast area covered the following states: Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, North and South Dakota, Oklahoma, Wyoming,
and Indian Territory.

Map 6: Louisiana Purchase (1803)

The larger state, better relation with France, and future prosperity of the United States
were the positive aspects, but the negative ones were also present. The indigenous or even
newcomers tend to cause disputes, especially when it came to the nationality. A lot of people
denied to become American citizens and still considered themselves to be French or Spanish.
The same problem with the citizenship was also characteristic for the citizens of New
Orleans, Native American, and African American citizens. The question of dealing with the
ethnic groups of African American and Native Americans marked the significant epoch in the
history of the United States.
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5.2.1 The City of New Orleans
At the time of the Louisiana Purchase population of the United States was, with a few
exceptions, largely confined to the Atlantic seaboard. Among the exceptions was New
Orleans, which was the focus of the life of the Mississippi Valley, as indeed it had been since
the early days of settlement.

64

The city of New Orleans was among the priorities when it

came to the diplomatic negotiations. The city’s great location on the island meant the right to
dictate and control the access to the mouth of the Mississippi. Bonaparte’s intention to sell it
at the beginning of the 19th century with the rest of Louisiana granted the United States that
privilege.
New Orleans commanded the trade of the Mississippi River system, which included a
maze of bayous that linked it with every settlement. It was the outlet for a fertile, almost level
country more than 1 200 miles in length from north to South and averaging 200 miles in
width. It was only a short distance from the sea, at this point about 100 miles, and was
accessible to ocean vessels. 65
Ocean vessels at that time were the source of income in terms of imports and
exports. Exports, of course, represented a greater part of the city’s income. New Orleans was
the port of the entire western country. The principal items were flour, tobacco, salt beef and
pork, cotton, molasses, sugar, peltries, and lumber.
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The vast variability of goods made it

possible to have commercial relations not only with the United States, but also with Mexico,
Santo Domingo or even Cuba.

Map 7: New Orleans (1851)
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Edna F. Campbell, “New Orleans at the Time of the Louisiana Purchase,” Geographical Review July 1921:
414.
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Apart from the commercial aspect, there were other aspects which were the outcomes
of the ownership of both France and Spain. As a result, the citizens were of either descent.
The fact that after 1803 they should become American subjects did not bring any positive
reaction, but rather a reluctant attitude. The trace of the French and Spanish rule is nowadays
traceable in architecture, language, culture, local customs, and traditions.
New Orleans later became the city of the American South. Its heydays were in mid19th century when commerce and traffic on the Mississippi flourished and there was a
substantial influx of newcomers. Of course, the influx influenced the linguistic aspect since
people coming to New Orleans were brought there either as slaves from the French colonies
or came there as free people from Europe. The people who came to the city from the colonies
spoke their own language and eventually formed the language which is called the Cajun
French. It is a very little known type of the French language spoken by the minority group in
Louisiana. Nowadays there are movements in New Orleans which aim at the revival of the
French language in this city.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
President Jefferson achieved what had been viewed as an impossible thing to do. He
held a number of politically significant offices, was an author of the draft of the American
Constitution, and his interests in so many fields helped him achieve what he considered to be
important for him, but also for the nation. Jeffersonian policy to secure happiness and liberty
of the citizens prevailed throughout his political career because he believed in predestination
of the United States to expand.
To fulfill his dream he managed to nearly double the size of the United States. The
single largest land acquisition came to be known as the Louisiana Purchase. The United States
within twenty years of the founding of the United States managed to become not only
independent, but also could undeniably represent the individuality of the citizens.
Individualism of the American state in terms of ideas was emphasized through her plan to
become unlimited by other powers present on the American continent.
The situation on the American soil was not always positive. There were moments
when either of the powers was jeopardizing the alliance or was on the verge of waging the
war in view to protect own interests. This was applicable to any of the powers analyzed in the
thesis. With Jefferson as the leader of the nation, however, the United States always took
measures which enabled her to continue in her quest, but also made it possible to reach the
state of secured and independent position in the world.
The chances to strengthen the position of the United States with the help of future
explorations of the West, until today’s shape of the country was achieved, were only a matter
of time. The commercial and financial prosperity of the South could penetrate to other parts of
this continent. The United States being finally independent, self-sufficient, and protected by
the natural barriers concluded the successful quest of the Founding Fathers. The Louisiana
Purchase was not only a turning-point in history of the New World, but of the Old World as
well.
In any diplomatic treaty there are points which are rather difficult and tend to
complicate the process on either side of the involved parties. In case of the Louisiana
Purchase it was the city of New Orleans. Even though the city caused many disputes over its
ownership, raised eyebrows of the politicians concerning the right of the navigation on the
River, and opened the Gulf of Mexico to commerce and America’s well-being, New Orleans
eventually experienced such prosperity as never seen before. One might say that New Orleans
was crucial for the betterment of the whole nation, not only the Mississippi Valley.
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As it has been presented the Louisiana Purchase represents in the history of the United
States a complex issue and therefore should be studied from a broader perspective in terms of
international relations, developing own diplomatic skills, and acquiring her important role on
the political scene.
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Summary
The main purpose of the thesis is to illustrate a process of gradual development of
America’s diplomatic relations and skills which consequently led to the Louisiana Purchase.
This land acquisition has been effected by a culmination of a series of events on two different
continents. Therefore, the Purchase was not an act of signing, but an act which defined the
state’s existence, recognition, and acceptance by other nations. It is not sufficient to be aware
of the events taking place shortly before the Purchase and therefore the paper presents
political, diplomatic, industrial, and commercial reasons of England, Spain, and France which
gave rise to the United States.
The thesis is divided into respective centuries with their most important events and
outcomes of the mutual negotiations between the three above mentioned Europeans powers.
The moment when the English subjects became independent, later declaration of
Independence, and the French Revolution are the examples of important milestones which
eventually resulted in the land acquisition. However, it is not correct to think that once the
problem of the area is settled, the future steps are a lot easier to take. Only then the issues
such as the application of law, subjugation, and later development of the state become very
significant and decisive. From the moment of the Purchase the little changes mattered a lot
because the Thirteen United States by taking further steps were able enough to show what the
destiny of the Americans will be. The Purchase was only a starting point in their process of
maturity and improvement. Of course, many people did not realize at that time what this
Purchase could bring them. In addition, it was none the less significant for them to remember
that from 1803 onwards they were going to be viewed as independent and self-sufficient in all
aspects. It was a memorable moment for then politicians because it showed that even though
the colonists fought successfully for their independence and recognition, they accomplished it
through the combination of the values of the New World as well as the Old World.
It would be disputably unacceptable to claim that the Purchase did not matter much in
terms of the size and other advantages it brought, but what is more important is the fact that
the state was free to navigate the Mississippi and follow “the pursuit of happiness.” A string
of events following the year 1803 would deserve another analysis because it might show how
the United States were pursuing their dreams and fulfilling their greatest expectations.
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Resumé
Hlavným cieľom tejto bakalárskej práce je poukázať na proces postupného rozvoja
amerických diplomatických vzťahov a skúseností, ktoré viedli k odkúpeniu Louisiany. Táto
akvizícia pôdy bola ovplyvnená vyvrcholením udalostí na dvoch rôznych kontinentech.
Z toho dôvodu nebolo odkúpenie Louisiany len podpisom zmluvy, ale krokom, ktorý
definoval existenciu štátu, jeho uznanie a akceptáciu inými národmi. Nie je dostačujúce mať
povedomie o udalostiach, ktoré sa uskutočnili krátko pred odkúpením Louisiany a preto táto
práca prezentuje politické, diplomatické, priemyselné a obchodné dôvody Anglicka,
Španielska a Francúzska, vďaka ktorým Spojené štáty vznikli.
Bakalárska

práca

je

rozdelená

do

jednotlivých

storočí

spoločne

s ich

najvýznamnejšími udalosťami a výsledkami vzájomných vyjednávaní medzi tromi uvedenými
európskymi mocnosťami. Moment, kedy obyvatelia Anglicka získali nezávislosť, neskoršia
deklarácia nezávislosti a Francúzska revolúcia sú príkladmi dôležitých mílnikov, ktoré
vyústili v akvizíciu pôdy. Avšak nie je správne myslieť si, že akonáhle dôjde k vyriešeniu
problému s územím, tak ďalšie kroky budú už omnoho ľahšie. Len vtedy sa poukáže na to, že
problémy aplikácie zákona, podrobenie sa a ďalší rozvoj štátu sa stávajú veľmi dôležitými a
smerodajnými. Od momentu odkúpenia boli práve malé zmeny tými rozhodujúcimi, pretože
podniknutím ďalších krokv bolo Trinásť spojených štátov schopných ukázať, aký bude ďalší
osud Američanov. Odkúpenie bolo len počiatočným bodom v procese rozvíjania a
zlepšovania sa. Mnoho ľudí si vtedy samozrejme neuvedomovalo, čo im toto odkúpenie môže
priniesť. Zároveň nemenej dôležité bolo pamätať na to, že počnúc rokom 1803 budú
obyvatelia vnímaní ako nezávislí a sebestační v každom ohľade. Bol to pamätný moment pre
vtedajších politikov, pretože poukázal na to, že i keď kolonisti bojovali úspešne za svoju
nezávislosť a uznanie, tak im to bolo dopriaté pomocou kombinácie hodnôt Nového a Starého
sveta.
Bolo by neprijateľné tvrdiť, že odkúpenie nebolo dôležité v prípade rozšírenia rozlohy
a ďalších výhod, ktoré toto rozšírenie prinieslo, ale čo je omnoho dôležitejšie je skutočnosť,
že štát mal právo využívať rieku Mississippi a tým pokračovať v „snahe o dosiahnutie
vlastného šťastia“. Sled udalostí po roku 1803 by si zaslúžil detailnejšiu analýzu, pretože tá
by mohla poukázať na to, ako sa Spojeným štátom darilo plniť si svoje sny a najdôležitejšie
očakávania.
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